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Invoxia disrupts desktop telephony
Following the Best of CES Innovations award and the multiple worlds awards (Red Dot 2012, Observeur du Design
2013, Telephony product of the Year 2012, celebrating the new telecommunications vision, invoxia is now a service
provider and unveiling brand new features this year for both the NVX 610 and AudiOffice devices.

NVX 610: Now available with an integrated SIP telephone line
The NVX 610, developed by invoxia is revolutionising the entire concept of telephony services for small businesses
and home offices. At CES 2013 invoxia is launching the first plug and play professional phone which will now be sold
with an integrated phone number/ SIP line. There is no need for users to search for another provider to supply the
telephone line, everything is now included and set-up is incredibly easy.

“Plug & call”
Invoxia is now a service provider because the New NVX 610 is sold with
an integrated telephone line. The user simply plugs in the phone,
connects it to an iPhone, gives his email address and a telephone number
is directly given. Competitive subscriptions are available. The subscription
will be paid on a dedicated webpage and installation takes less than 3
minutes to set up.

High-quality sound and performance
An advantage of invoxia’s In Vivo Acoustics technology is that it enables users to hold conference calls, listen to music
and benefit from very high sound quality. With In Vivo Acoustics the separation between the left and right channels is
very impressive. The New NVX 610 comes with 6 speakers and 4 microphones for the best quality sound. The sound
coming from the speakers is hardly noticeable. It is possible to enjoy an immersive listening experience wherever the
person is situated in the room because each instrument is spatially isolated and can be heard very distinctly. The New
AudiOffice is now also designed with a new passive radiator which increases the performance of base sounds and
gives a higher quality of sound when using the speaker.

Award winning design
Invoxia have been awarded TMCnet 2012 Internet Telephony Product of the Year for the NVX 610. Invoxia have
adapted the design for the new version of the NVX 610 which will have handset without the screen on the back.

Simple connectivity
The New NXV 610 now comes with 2 USB master ports which enable users to connect the handset and to charge an
iPad. It comes with USB cables taking into account the Apple products evolution with the Lightening connector; the
device is now perfectly integrating the iPhone 5.

Availability
The New NVX 610 will be first available in France at the beginning of 2013, then in the US and Europe during Q1. The
New NVX 610 can be purchased from www.invoxia.com at 417 € or 599 $ (excl. tax) - invoxia is designed for all iOS
devices including the iPhone 5.
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The New AudiOffice: Now fully adapted for the iOS and Android devices and with a range of brand
new features
The AudiOffice is a versatile dock with a sophisticated Cortex A8 processor which optimizes iOS and now Android
devices to such a level that it is an essential device for seamless daily communication and also for listening to music.
An updated version, the ‘New AudiOffice’ will have a range of brand new features will be available in Europe and the
US and will be unveiled at CES 2013 for the first time.

Now compatible with Android as well as iOS devices
The AudiOffice is already compatible with all iOS devices
including the iPhone 5 and is now fully compatible with
Android 4 and above. invoxia constantly adapt and update
their devices according to shifts in the market. Gartner
estimates that ‘56% of Smartphones purchased by businesses
in North America and Europe will be Android devices in 2016.
Connecting the AudiOffice to both Smartphones and tablets is easier than ever. Simply pair the AudiOffice to an
Android or iOS device via Bluetooth and users can call using their mobile line or use any of the VOIP applications such
as Skype, Viber, Bria or Facetime.

High quality sound
The New AudiOffice now has six speakers instead of four and is
enhanced by four inbuilt microphones which provide even higher
sound quality. The AudiOffice is now also designed with a new
passive radiator which increases the performance of base sounds
and gives a higher quality of sound when on conference calls or
listening to music.
The AudiOffice is already enhanced with invoxia’s unique technology inVivo Acoustic technology and all invoxia
products have been designed with HD sound in mind, as they already support HD sound for VOIP communications
whilst also being enhanced with invoxia’s unique InVivo Acoustic technology.
Easy connectivity
The New AudiOffice will be supplied with three USB cables (30 point USB cable, lightning cable, and a micro USB
cable) and a master USB port.

Availability
The New AudiOffice will be available in the US and Europe during Q1 2013.
The New AudiOffice is available to purchase from www.invoxia.com priced at 299 US$ or 299 € incl. VAT worldwide.
It is also available to purchase in store from FNAC, France.
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The New AudiOffice is made for iOS devices including iPhone 5 as well as PCs, tablets and Smartphones.

About invoxia
Founded by Eric Carreel, Serge Renouard and Jacques Lewiner in 2010, invoxia is a French high-tech
business that designs, develops, produces and markets telecommunication devices aimed at improving
comfort and simplifying the user experience.

Invoxia’s current product range:

AudiOffice by invoxia: dock for
voice and music

Smart Office Phone by invoxia: Smart IP
desktop and conference phone.
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invoxia will be participating in CES Unveiled Las Vegas. January 6, 2013, 4-7 p.m. Mandalay Bay, Level 3, South Seas
Ballroom C, Las Vegas.
Visit invoxia’s stand at CES Las Vegas: LVCC, South Hall 2 Booth 26111

